Graduate Student Participants

Timur Akhunov
(timur@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Nguyen T. T. Nguyen
John Dyer (dyer@uchicago.edu)
Jonathan Emberton (jemberton@uchicago.edu)
Aaron Halper (ahalper@uchicago.edu)
Lici Shen (slisa@uchicago.edu)

Alan Anders
(aanders@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Mike Miller
assisting with course [7]
Elan Bechor (ebechor@uchicago.edu)
Julian Hartman (jbh@uchicago.edu)
Ryan Julian (mrjulian@uchicago.edu)
Mac Krumpak (mckeekrumpak@uchicago.edu)
Samuel Moy (sjmoy@uchicago.edu)

Grigori Avramidi
(gavramid@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Evan Jenkins
assisting with course [5]
Michael Calderbank (mcalderbank@uchicago.edu)
Ariel Hafftka (ahaftka@uchicago.edu)
Vladislav Petkov (vpetkov@uchicago.edu)
Valer Popa (pops@uchicago.edu)

Sundeep Balaji
(sundeepb@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Matthew Thibault
Patricia Brent (pmb@uchicago.edu)
Je-ok Choi (jchoi89@uchicago.edu)
Daniel Feltey (dfeltey@uchicago.edu)
Gene S. Kopp (gkopp@uchicago.edu)
Melissa Lynn (lynn0032@uchicago.edu)

Jared Bass
(jbass@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Ian Shipman
John Binder (j binder@uchicago.edu)
Willy Hu (willyhu15@uchicago.edu)
Michelle Lee (mtlee@uchicago.edu)
Brooke Ullery (bullery@uchicago.edu)
Karen Ye (kye@uchicago.edu)
Tengren Zhang (tengren85@uchicago.edu)

Ian Biringer
(biringer@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Hyomin Choi
assisting with course [6]
Stephanie Avalos-Bock (stephab@uchicago.edu)
Gideon Dredner (gideond@uchicago.edu)
Rebecca Plourde (rplourde@uchicago.edu)
Nick Ramsey (nickramsey@uchicago.edu)
Christopher Wood (cwood4@uchicago.edu)

Anna Marie Bohmann
(bohmann@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Rolf Hoyer
Tracy Boswell (tracyb@uchicago.edu)
Jasper DeAntonio (jdeantonio@uchicago.edu)
Hikaru Michael Kiyo (mkiyo3@uchicago.edu)
Stephen Patrias (cupioarcanamundi@uchicago.edu)
Strom Borman (borman@math.uchicago.edu) mentoring with Jim Fowler

Khalid Bou-Rabee (khalid@math.uchicago.edu) mentoring with Alex Wright assisting with course [2]

Hyomin Choi (hchoi@math.uchicago.edu) mentoring with Ian Biringer assisting with course [6]

David Chudzicki (djc@math.uchicago.edu) mentoring with Zachary Madden assisting with course [0]

Tom Church (tchurch@math.uchicago.edu) mentoring with Katie Mann assisting with course [1]

Blair Davey (bdavey@math.uchicago.edu) mentoring with Shawn Drenning assisting with course [4]

Spencer Dowdall (sdowdall@math.uchicago.edu) mentoring with Ilya Gekhtman assisting with course [2]

Patrick Greene (patrickg@uchicago.edu) Emily Mackevicius (emackevicius@uchicago.edu) David Price (davidprice@uchicago.edu) Alexander Zorn (awzorn@uchicago.edu)

Eugenie Fuchs (efuchs@uchicago.edu) Casey Gibson (ggibson1@uchicago.edu) Cong Han Lim (conghan@uchicago.edu) Alexander Staples-Moore (asm@uchicago.edu) Daping Weng (dweng@uchicago.edu)

Stephanie Avalos-Bock (stephab@uchicago.edu) Gideon Dresdner (gideond@uchicago.edu) Rebecca Plourde (rplourde@uchicago.edu) Nick Ramsey (nickramsey@uchicago.edu) Christopher Wood (cwood4@uchicago.edu)

Guo Chen (gbobchen@uchicago.edu) Wenfei Du (wdu1@uchicago.edu) Jayanth Garlapati (jgarlapati@uchicago.edu) Namita Gupta (namita1025@uchicago.edu) Justin Hartmann (shabazzx@uchicago.edu)

Winston Gao (winstong@uchicago.edu) Adam Koss (adambkoss@uchicago.edu) Peter Nelson (petern@uchicago.edu) Alex Poneicki (solfeggietto@uchicago.edu) Katharine Snyder (ksnyder9@uchicago.edu) Daniel Straus (dbs@uchicago.edu)

Beau Dabbs (bdabbs13@uchicago.edu) Mike Mei (mikemei@uchicago.edu) James Murphy (murphyj1@uchicago.edu) Neel Patel (neelp@uchicago.edu) Louis Potok (potok@uchicago.edu)

Kris Harper (kharper@uchicago.edu) Satoru Kudoku (skudoku@uchicago.edu) Shiv Subramaniam (shiv@uchicago.edu) Valeriya Talovikova (valtal@uchicago.edu) John Wiltshire-Gordon (jwiltshiregordon@uchicago.edu)
Shawn Drenning  
(shawn@math.uchicago.edu)  
mentoring with Blair Davey  
assisting with course [8]

Beau Dabbs (bdabbs13@uchicago.edu)  
Mike Mei (mikemei@uchicago.edu)  
James Murphy (murphyj1@uchicago.edu)  
Neel Patel (neelp@uchicago.edu)  
Louis Potok (potok@uchicago.edu)

Jim Fowler  
(fowler@math.uchicago.edu)  
mentoring with Strom Borman

Patrick Greene (patrickg@uchicago.edu)  
Emily Mackevicius (emackevicius@uchicago.edu)  
David Price (davidprice@uchicago.edu)  
Alexander Zorn (awzorn@uchicago.edu)

Ilya Gekhtman  
(igekhtma@math.uchicago.edu)  
mentoring with Spencer Dowdall  
assisting with course [2]

Kris Harper (kharper@uchicago.edu)  
Satoru Kudose (skudose@uchicago.edu)  
Shiv Subramaniam (shiv@UCHicago.edu)  
Valeriya Talovikova (valtal@uchicago.edu)  
John Wiltshire-Gordon (jwiltshiregordon@uchicago.edu)

Asaf Hadari  
(asaf@math.uchicago.edu)  
mentoring with Rita Jimenez Rolland

Ben Chaiken (bfchaiken@uchicago.edu)  
Isaac Davis (idavis@uchicago.edu)  
Kenneth Paul Dueck (kpauldueck@uchicago.edu)  
Kenneth Paul Oshita (kennethoshita@uchicago.edu)  
Michael Wong (mwong5@uchicago.edu)

Rolf Hoyer  
(hoyer@math.uchicago.edu)  
mentoring with Anna Marie Bohmann  
assisting with course [7]

Tracy Boswell (tracyb@uchicago.edu)  
Jasper DeAntonio (jdeantonio@uchicago.edu)  
Hikaru Michael Kiyo (mkiyo3@uchicago.edu)  
Stephen Patrias (cupioarcanamundi@uchicago.edu)

Evan Jenkins  
(ejenkins@math.uchicago.edu)  
mentoring with Grigori Avramidi  
assisting with course [1]

Michael Calderbank (mcalderbank@uchicago.edu)  
Ariel Hafftka (ahafftka@uchicago.edu)  
Vladislav Petkov (vpetkov@uchicago.edu)  
Valer Popa (pops@uchicago.edu)

Andrew Lawrie  
(alawrie@math.uchicago.edu)  
mentoring with Mohammed Rezaei  
assisting with course [4]

James Courtois (jcourtois@uchicago.edu)  
Riley Heckel (rzheckel@uchicago.edu)  
Dennis Kriventsov (krivents@uchicago.edu)  
Aaron Mcknight (mcknight@uchicago.edu)  
Jay Shah (jayshah@uchicago.edu)
John Lind
(lind@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Claire Tomesch
assisting with course [1]

Marcello Delgado (madelgado@uchicago.edu)
Christopher Henderson (ckhenderson@uchicago.edu)
William M. Landau (willlandau@uchicago.edu)
Caroline Terry (caterry@uchicago.edu)

Zachary Madden
(zmadden@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with David Chudzicki
assisting with course [6]

Guo Chen (gbobchen@uchicago.edu)
Wenfei Du (wdu1@uchicago.edu)
Jayanth Garlapati (jgarlapati@uchicago.edu)
Namita Gupta (namita1025@uchicago.edu)
Justin Hartmann (shabazxx@uchicago.edu)

Katie Mann
(mann@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Tom Church
assisting with course [5]

Winston Gao (winstong@uchicago.edu)
Adam Koss (adambkoss@uchicago.edu)
Peter Nelson (petern@uchicago.edu)
Alex Poniecki (solfeggietto@uchicago.edu)
Katharine Snyder (ksnyder9@uchicago.edu)
Daniel Straus (dbs@uchicago.edu)

Aaron Marcus
(amarcus@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Emily Riehl
assisting with course [0]

Dylan Allegretti (allegretti@uchicago.edu)
Samuel Bloom (blooms@uchicago.edu)
Jia Lin Chen (jialin@uchicago.edu)
Aaron Plavnick (aplavnick@uchicago.edu)
Mira Scarvalone (mirascarvalone@uchicago.edu)
Alexander Tolish (tolish@uchicago.edu)

Mike Miller
(mike@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Alan Anders
assisting with course [0]

Elan Bechor (ebechor@uchicago.edu)
Julian Hartman (jbh@uchicago.edu)
Ryan Julian (mrjulian@uchicago.edu)
Mac Krumpak (mckeekrumpak@uchicago.edu)
Samuel Moy (sjmoy@uchicago.edu)

Vipul Naik
(vipul@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Emily Norton
assisting with course [2]

Adam Kaye (adamKaye@uchicago.edu)
Maxwell Levine (mslevine@uchicago.edu)
Prerna Nadathur (pnadathur@uchicago.edu)
Hannah Provenza (hprovenza@uchicago.edu)
Brad Trotter (btrotter@uchicago.edu)
Matthew Woolf (mwoolf@uchicago.edu)
Nguyen T. T. Nguyen  
(nnguyen@math.uchicago.edu)  
mentoring with Timur Akhunov  
assisting with course [8]

Emily Norton  
(emily@math.uchicago.edu)  
mentoring with Vipul Naik  
assisting with course [9]

Mohammed Rezaei  
(rezaei@math.uchicago.edu)  
mentoring with Andrew Lawrie  
assisting with course [3]

Emily Riehl  
(eriehl@math.uchicago.edu)  
mentoring with Aaron Marcus

Rita Jimenez Rolland  
(atir83@math.uchicago.edu)  
mentoring with Asaf Hadari  
assisting with course [0]

Ian Shipman  
(ics@math.uchicago.edu)  
mentoring with Jared Bass
Jonathan Stephenson
(jrs@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Matthew Wright
assisting with course [0]

William Chan (chanw@uchicago.edu)
Ethan Jerzak (jerzak@uchicago.edu)
Robert Martin Sare (rmsare@uchicago.edu)
Wolfgang Schmaltz (wschmaltz@uchicago.edu)

Matthew Thibault
(matt_tbo@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Sundeep Balaji

Patricia Brent (pmb@uchicago.edu)
Je-ok Choi (jchoi89@uchicago.edu)
Daniel Feltey (dfeltey@uchicago.edu)
Gene S. Kopp (gkopp@uchicago.edu)
Melissa Lynn (lynn0032@uchicago.edu)

Ethan Jerzak (jerzak@uchicago.edu)
Robert Martin Sare (rmsare@uchicago.edu)
Wolfgang Schmaltz (wschmaltz@uchicago.edu)

Claire Tomesch
(ctomesch@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with John Lind
assisting with course [7]

Marcello Delgado (madelgado@uchicago.edu)
Christopher Henderson (ckhenderson@uchicago.edu)
William M. Landau (willlandau@uchicago.edu)
Caroline Terry (caterry@uchicago.edu)

William Chan (chanw@uchicago.edu)
Ethan Jerzak (jerzak@uchicago.edu)
Robert Martin Sare (rmsare@uchicago.edu)
Wolfgang Schmaltz (wschmaltz@uchicago.edu)

Brent Werness
(bwerness@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Jonathan Stephenson
assisting with course [3]

Jonathan James Gleason (jgleason@uchicago.edu)
Alexandre Puttick (alexputt@uchicago.edu)
Daniel E. Smith (desmith21@uchicago.edu)
Joseph Z. Terdik (zsolt@uchicago.edu)
Isaac O. Wihelm (spaceka13@uchicago.edu)

Eugenie Fuchs (efuchs@uchicago.edu)
Casey Gibson (ggibson1@uchicago.edu)
Cong Han Lim (conghan@uchicago.edu)
Alexander Staples-Moore (asm@uchicago.edu)
Daping Weng (dweng@uchicago.edu)

Alex Wright
(amwright@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Khalid Bou-Rabee
assisting with course [5]

William Chan (chanw@uchicago.edu)
Ethan Jerzak (jerzak@uchicago.edu)
Robert Martin Sare (rmsare@uchicago.edu)
Wolfgang Schmaltz (wschmaltz@uchicago.edu)

Matthew Wright
(mrwright@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Jonathan Stephenson
assisting with course [1]

Jonathan James Gleason (jgleason@uchicago.edu)
Alexandre Puttick (alexputt@uchicago.edu)
Daniel E. Smith (desmith21@uchicago.edu)
Joseph Z. Terdik (zsolt@uchicago.edu)
Isaac O. Wihelm (spaceka13@uchicago.edu)

Tomasz Zamojski
(zamojski@math.uchicago.edu)
mentoring with Brent Werness
assisting with course [4]